
          Human-induced, rapid environmental changes are limiting the ability of many species to adapt to 
                                                    their environments. In aquatic ecosystems, hypoxia (low oxygen) and turbidity (murky water) are two 
                                                    key anthropogenic stressors that can have profound effects on an animal’s survival and reproduction 
                                                    by reducing energy availability and altering the visual environment, respectively. My dissertation 
                                                     examined how hypoxia and turbidity drive variation in reproductive traits across populations of a 
                                                    widespread African cichlid (Pseudocrenilabrus multicolor). I studied drivers of within-species population 
                                                     variation in traits using a full factorial rearing experiment (hypoxic/normoxic and clear/turbid) with two 
                                                    populations that differ in their prior exposure history to hypoxia and turbidity (i.e., a hypoxic/clear 
                                                    swamp population and a normoxic/turbid river population). I used this rearing experiment to determine 
                                                    the individual and interactive effects of hypoxia and turbidity on reproductive traits including behavior, 
color, and sex hormones in both populations. My research suggests that both hypoxic and turbid conditions negatively impact traits 
associated with reproduction, relative to normoxic, clear conditions, and may drive natural trait variation observed in this cichlid 
species. Also, the population and treatment effects on reproductive traits suggest that the overall impacts of multiple stressors on 
reproduction are generated through a complex set of genetic and plastic responses. This research contributes to the growing body 
of work that seeks to understand the effects of multiple stressors. However, to increase predictive ability and make better informed 
management decisions, there is still a need to understand what multiple stressor scenarios are most likely to have detrimental fitness 
consequences. Therefore, future research should address whether multiple stressor outcomes are more likely to be negative for 
certain combinations of stressors, taxa, or life stages.
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